ABSTRACT. Using traditional methods in bordism theory, an almost complete description of the rational bordism groups of semifree circle actions on Spin manifolds is given. The single remaining problem, to describe the ideal of Q~pin 0 Q generated by bbrdism classes of Spin manifolds admitting a semi free action of odd type, has been recently solved by S. Ochanine [0] .
1. Introduction. In this work we study bordism groups of semifree circle actions on Spin manifolds.
The motivation for studying these groups comes from a question of E, Witten (see [W] ) who is interested in the Dirac operator with coefficients in the tangent bundle of a Spin manifold M2n. Its ordinary index is given by (.it 
(M) ch(T)'O'M)' where
.it (M) is the total A-class of the tangent bundle of M, and ch(T) denotes the Chern character of the complexification of the tangent bundle of M. Witten asks if the character valued index, for an Sl-action on a Spin manifold, of this operator is a constant. He suggested that the problem could be explored via the bordism groups of circle actions on Spin manifolds, In order to simplify the problem, we restrict our attention to semifree circle actions.
Our main result, Theorem 2.4, concerns the comparison of the Spin bordism groups of semifree circle actions with their oriented analogues, after tensoring with the rationals. We complete the bordism analysis except for the determination of the ideal 1* in Q~pin ® Q consisting of multiples of bordism classes of complex projective space bundles of even dimensional complex vector bundles, This ideal is examined in §3, and has recently been determined by S. Ochanine (see [OJ) , I wish to thank my thesis advisor, Professor Peter Landweber, for his ideas, concern and support. I am also indebted to Professor R. E. Stong whose writings have given me many elucidative ideas and much encouragement. I also thank Professor V, Young for very helpful conversations.
These results form part of the author's 1985 Ph.D. thesis [B] , written at Rutgers University. The author is grateful to the National Science Foundation for summer support.
2. Bordism analysis. We start with some definitions and notations. Let B be a CW-complex and ~: (E(~), p, B) a principal SO(n)-bundle. A Spin structure on ~ is a pair (1/, f) consisting of (1) a principal Spine n )-bundle 1/ over B; and (2) a map f: E(1/) ~ E(~) such that the following diagram commutes:
Here ct>n denotes the standard homomorphism from Spin(n) to SO(n). DEFINITION. A Spin manifold is an oriented Riemannian manifold together with a Spin structure on its bundle of oriented frames.
A smooth circle action on an oriented smooth manifold is said to be semi free if all isotropy groups are either Sl or the unit subgroup of Sl.
We have, as usual, a long exact sequence
(1) where (a) FnSpin denotes the bordism group of free circle actions on closed n-dimensional Spin manifolds, (b) SFnSpin denotes the bordism group of semifree circle actions on closed n-dimensional Spin manifolds, and (c) MnSpin denotes the bordism group of semifree circle actions on compact n-dimensional Spin manifolds which are free on the boundary.
The maps i, j and a are the usual ones (see [CD. 
The group FnSpin. In order to describe these groups we need to make the distinction between actions of even and odd types. Let M n be a connected Spin manifold.
Denote by Q the bundle of oriented frames and by P the principal Spin(n)-bundle over M. Let a: Sl X M ~ M be a smooth circle action. Then a induces a circle action on Q that can be viewed as a one parameter family of maps at:
Since P is a double covering of Q, at lifts to at: P ~ P with a o = identity on P and a l either the identity on P or multiplication
If a l = identity on P, then at induces a circle action on P which commutes with the right action of Spine n) on P and is compatible with u: P ~ Q. In this case we say that a is of even type.
If a l = multiplication by -1 E Z 2 c Spine n), then a t induces an action of S 1, the connected double covering of Sl, on P with the same properties as above. We then calla of odd type (see [A-H] 
REMARK. Since
We also have the following: A semifree circle action on a Spin manifold with nonempty fixed point set is of even (resp. odd) type if and only if the codimension of all components of the fixed point set are congruent to zero (resp. 2) mod 4. Indeed, Atiyah and Bott (see [A-BD prove the same result for involutions preserving a Spin structure. Since M Z 2 = M S' for a semifree circle action, our assertion follows at once.
We now state and prove our main result about the groups SFnSpin. 
Since elements of Q~~in(BUk' A k ) can be viewed as bordism classes of k-plane bundles with a Spin structure on their total spaces, the maps j* and 3* are defined as in the oriented case. Also, 3* maps EElk evenQ~~in(BUk'Yk) to keri:v and,
where the vertical arrows are forgetful homomorphisms.
Since <i>rel is an isomorphism, the map <i>SF is injective. 
Then [M, a] lies in the image of <i>SF if and only if EElk
The ideal 1*. The distinction between the semifree Spin bordism groups and semifree oriented groups lies in the fact that the map iey: F2~~n{v ~ SF2SJ~n{v is not trivial.
From the exactness of sequence (1), we see that ker iey coincides with the image of the map 3*: E9 Q~~in(BU2k' Y2k) ~ Q~~i~2(CpOO). [C-Fl) .
We then proceed to analyze the image of the composition EEl k fJ~pin 2(BU 2k , Y2k) ® a * .
E .
*+ Q ---> fJ~~m(cpoo) ® Q ---> fJ~~m ® Q. Denote by 1* the image of eo a*; then 1* is an ideal of fJ~pin ® Q.
Let J* be the ideal of fJ~pin ® Q consisting of multiples of bordism classes of Spin manifolds which admit a semifree circle action of odd type. PROPOSITION 3.1. As ideals of fJ~pin ® Q, 1* and J* agree.
PROOF. Let us show first that J* c 1*. Start with a Spin manifold M n with a semifree Sl action of odd type a. Let P k denote the normal bundle to the union of the (n -2 k )-dimensional components of the fixed point set of a. By [U] , we have
in fJ n' Since IX has odd type, P k EI1 e is even dimensional and its total space admits a Spin structure. Hence, the sphere bundle of P k EI1 e is a Spin manifold which bounds the disk bundle of P k EI1 e as Spin manifolds. Therefore, complex multiplication on the sphere bundle of P k EI1 e is of even type. So, [Mn] 
To obtain the other inclusion, we notice that given ~ an even dimensional complex vector bundle representing an element in EEl kfJ~pin(BU2k' Y2k) ® Q, we may assume that ~ decomposes as a direct sum ~ = ~1 EI1 ~2' where t are odd dimensional complex vector bundles; moreover CP(~) is a Spin manifold.
Define
for A E Sl, and U and w vectors in ~1 and ~2 respectively. This assignment is a semifree circle action with fixed point set CP( ~1) U CP( ~2)' By looking at codimensions, we see that }-t is of odd type. Hence, the ideal ker T () ker A in Q~o ® Q is generated by x 4n' n ~ 3, and the
16-dimensional element xs(xs -x~).
So, in the process of understanding the ideal 1*, we have obtained inclusions
. ).
We conjectured that as ideals of Q~pin ® Q, 1* = (XI2' X 16 ' ... , x 4n , . .. ). Landweber and Stong (see [L-S] ) obtained further characteristic numbers which vanish on the ideal 1*, the first one being (d(M)· ch(T), aM). We observe that this fact proves our conjecture up to dimension 20.
As a matter of fact, the conjecture has been proved by S. Ochanine (see [0] ). In his work he finds all multiplicative genera which vanish on the ideal 1*.
It is natural to ask if all characteristic numbers which vanish on 1*, continue to vanish if the action is not sernifree. This is shown for the signature in [L-S]; the general question appears to be quite difficult.
4. Free circle actions on spin manifolds. It remains to prove Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, and for this we must analyse in detail free Sl-actions of even and odd type on a connected Spin manifold. Let Q denote the bundle of oriented frames over M and let (P, u) 
MIS I
where p is a Spin(n)-bundle and T(MISI) = P lSI X Spin(n) R n (see [Sz] This is a free action inducing a free SpinC( n) = Spine n) X Z2 S 1 action on P.
Also, the composition P ~ M ~ M/S l is a SpinC(n)-bundle over M/Sl. Define ?i'(u(x) ), p(x)), x E P.
Consider the pull-back diagram:
This, together with the maps P ~ Q/Sl and P ~ M, defines a map v: P ~ 1T*(Q/Sl) given by vex) = (?i'(u(x) ),p(x)). Since 1{; is a double covering, the diagram M License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use defines a Spin structure on M, which, under the identification 7T*(Q/Sl) == Q, coincides with the given one. To see that a is of odd type, we let x E P and the family of maps at: 7T*(Q/Sl) -+ 7T*(Q/Sl) given by at(u(x)) = (17 '(u(x) ),a (e 27Tit , p(x) 
